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ABSTRACT  
Malacca (Melaka) entered the modern age violently on July 1st, 1511, when Afonso de Albuquerque 
salvoed his guns at the city as he blockaded the port. The siege was short and brutal. Its success, 
gained by 900 Portuguese and 200 Hindu mercenaries in eighteen ships, took the locals by 
complete surprise thinking the force puny compared to the 20,000 men with 20 war elephants and 
an impressive arsenal of artillery ranged against them. Even though the Portuguese had only been 
in Asia for just over a decade, they had been quick to appreciate Malacca’s strategic importance as 
a trading hub. A point of exchange for valuable cargoes from the archipelago to the South and 
Chinese ports to the East, it was located strategically between two legs of the monsoon trade 
cycles. Controlling the Straits fell in with Albuquerque’s ambition to regulate and tax all shipping 
on this route by the savage enforcement of safe-conduct navigational ‘cartazes’ to be issued by the 
Portuguese who considered the Indian Ocean and Asian seas as their Sovereign territory. To 
implement this regime, the Portuguese needed a strategically placed fortified base to assemble 
fleets and levy duties, enforced by superior naval gunnery and ruthless tactics.  
The settlement that grew out of this incursion into Southeast Asia was similar to many built or 
adapted by the Portuguese on the shores of Africa, Arabia and the Indian sub-continent. It set a 
pattern for future coastal polities established by European traders long before colonization 
through territorial conquest. In Malacca a small number of Portuguese military, its crown 
employees and Catholic priests occupied the settlement now fortified with masonry buildings and 
stone ramparts. Outside these walls traders from throughout the region huddled together, 
depending on the protection of the Portuguese. Although, during an attack, they were vulnerable, 
and thus increasingly the became ‘Other’.  
This paper will follow the evolution of Malacca during the period up to the Dutch seizure of the 
city in 1641, drawing mainly from contemporary Portuguese written records as well as a series of 
plans and views from the mid sixteenth century to the 1640s. It will show how different 
populations were restricted to specific extramural areas of Upeh, Hilir and beyond and how these 
discriminations and divisions were maintained. Parallels with other settlements of less importance 
will be drawn, showing how similar morphologies creating places of ‘Otherness’ were pervasive in 
early modern European trading enclaves. The pattern that evolved in Malacca became the template 
for nearly every colonial city founded on the littoral of Asia. Eventually, the Portuguese themselves 
became the ‘Other’. 
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During the fifteenth century, Malacca became a cosmopolitan emporium linked to markets over 
a wide geographical area. Its harbor hosted ships from the West including Arabia and Malabar, 
Gujarat, the Coromandel Coast and the Bay of Bengal. From the East and South came junks 
from China and Japan and vessels from the Indonesian archipelago, the Moluccas as well as 
other parts of Southeast Asia. Its ideal location between monsoonal cycles enabled ships to 
return to their home-ports within a year laden with treasures and necessities. Its commanding 
position in the Straits meant that all shipping sailing between Eastern and Western Asia would 
pass close by.2 The city’s early rulers converted to Islam as the city grew in prominence, 
allowing their tributary relationship with the Siamese throne to lapse. This happened after 
seeking the protection of the Middle Kingdom, when the ruler of Malacca himself led an 
embassy to the Chinese court.3  The city’s fortunes, carefully nurtured by its ruler Mansur Shah 
(1459-1477), reached their peak just before Albuquerque’s conquest in 1511. During following 
reign of Mahmud Shah, the city had aided neighbouring polities in internal conflicts and imposed 
its control over the waters of the Strait by assertive naval power through its Laksamana 
(admiral) whose patrols swept away pirates and others threatening its hegemony.4 
During the fifteenth Century, an increasing volume of longer distance seaborne trade in the 
Indian Ocean, the Indonesian archipelago and the Chinese seaboard was controlled by Muslim 
merchants who contributed to the spread of Islam along the littoral of maritime Asia.5 The great 
Chinese Admiral Zheng He, himself a Muslim, established a base in Malacca for his treasure 
fleets, whose patrols secured the Straits, boosting the reputation of the city as a secure 
emporium:6  
Whenever the treasure ships of the Central Country arrived there, they at once erected a 
line of stockading, like a city-wall, and set up towers for the watch-drums at four gates; at 
night they had patrols of police carrying bells; inside, again, they erected a second 
stockade, like a small city wall [within which] they constructed warehouses and granaries; 
[and] all the money and provisions were stored in them. The ships which had gone to 
various countries returned to this place and assembled; they marshaled the foreign 
goods and loaded them in the ships; [then] waited till the south wind was perfectly 
favourable. In the middle decade of the fifth moon they put to sea and returned home.7 
These close links diminished rapidly in the mid fifteenth century, when China became inward 
looking and closed to seaborne trade and diplomacy. However, by then, Malacca had 
established its strong transoceanic trading position.  
From early Portuguese and Chinese descriptions, Malacca’s buildings were almost entirely in 
timber with palm frond or thatched roofs, with valuables stored in underground spaces as a 
precaution against fire.8 Buildings were mostly raised off the ground, with a significant number 
perched on piles over the water’s edge. Those among the permanent Malay population who 
could afford it, lived in great wealth and splendour:  
…this city of Malaca is the richest seaport with the greatest number of wholesale 
merchants and abundance of shipping and trade that can be found in the whole world. 
Gold comes thither in such abundance that the leading merchants dealing in it do not 
value their estates nor keep their accounts except in bahares of gold … [they live] in 
large houses outside the city with many orchards, gardens and tanks, where they lead a 
pleasant life. They have separate houses for their trade within the city; they possess 
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many slaves with wives and children who live apart and obey their orders. They are 
polished and wellbred, fond of music, and given to love.9 
Malacca was a large sprawling city with a fluctuating population of between 100 and 200,000 
residents and visitors. It was a dispersed agglomeration of seemingly flimsy structures 
interspersed in groves of fruit trees and appeared to European eyes, accustomed to compact 
and walled masonry cities would certainly have seemed strange, if not incomprehensible. But 
here, wealth was measured in portable assets and slaves. Their buildings were ephemeral 
structures, well adapted to the hot and humid climate and easily rebuilt from abundant supplies 
of timber and other materials readily available in the surrounding jungle. When cities came 
under attack, the populations would often melt away and return to rebuild once the invader had 
left.10 It was not uncommon for rulers to be followed by a city’s inhabitants and to rebuild their 
settlement in another location, as happened when the Sultan of Malacca relocated to Jahore.11  
In Malacca, the palace of the ruler, Sultan Mansur Shah, was one of the few domestic 
structures to aspire to grandeur. It was an elaborate and large timber structure described in 
detail in the Malay Annals, sufficient for a conjectural reconstruction to be made, of a long low 
building with elaborate roofs in several tiers curving up at their corners.12 The prominent bridge 
over the Malacca River was renowned for its rows of shops forming a continuation of a market 
where virtually anything could be bought. This bustling market may have been similar to the 
large emporium of Banten, illustrated in Linschoten Itenerario of 1596.13  The city’s fixed 
defenses in the form of palisades and concealed man-traps were rudimentary, mostly erected 
ad-hoc in response to the siege.14  
The population of Malacca comprised several distinct enclaves of traders and residents from 
nearly every port in Eastern and Western Asia and its islands. They took comfort in asserting 
their identities, sharing Kampongs with people of the same origin or common religion.15 Each 
broad grouping had their own leader who regulated the affairs of the community and 
administered justice. Gujarati merchants, nearly all of them Muslims, were a major group, in 
strong favour with the Sultan just before the Portuguese conquest as were sojourning 
merchants from Persia and South Arabia. They congregated around their mosques, had bath-
houses and dedicated halal butchers. Tamil traders from the Coromandel coast of India were 
another large, influential and distinct self-administering community centred around their Hindu 
temples and other institutions, while the Chinese also asserted their identity with their own 
institutions and familiar food. In addition to major long-distance trading groups, there were 
Javanese, native peoples from the Malay Peninsula, from Sumatra and the shores of the Bay of 
Bengal.16 Augmenting this polyglot and diverse population, were the large numbers of slaves 
belonging to merchants, the city’s administration and the retinue of the Sultan.17 
A well-ordered administration regulated weights and measures, issued currency in the form of 
coins and levied competitive customs dues on shipping in the port. The city’s prosperity 
depended upon these institutions, as well as on the complex networks of merchants and 
intermediaries. 18  Prosperity also depended upon a safe milieu where the vastly different 
customs and beliefs of traders could be respected and their cargoes on land and onboard could 
be secure.   
…Malacca is the port at the end of the monsoons, whither large numbers of junks and 
ships come, and they all pay dues, and those who do not pay give presents, which are 
much the same thing as dues; and for this reason, because the king of the country puts 
his share in each junk that goes out, that is a way for the kings of Malacca to obtain large 
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amounts of money; and hence there is no doubt that the kings of Malacca are very rich 
indeed.19 
PORTUGAL’S MARITIME ADVENTURES 
When Vasco da Gama returned to Portugal after his initial voyage to the Indian Ocean, King 
Manuel of Portugal hoped to divert some of the fabulously lucrative pepper trade to Lisbon, 
supplanting Alexandria and Venice as the only beneficiaries.20 Initial misunderstandings and 
intrigues by Muslim merchants on the Malabar Coast of India made business difficult in Calicut, 
the main pepper port.21 Additionally, the Portuguese had, little to trade with, so they raised funds 
by pillaging coastal settlements in East Africa and Arabia and piracy in the Arabian Sea.22 Their 
military prowess gained them prestige and allowed them to establish a trading ‘Factory’ in 
Cochin in return for protecting the ruler from his rival in Calicut. They fortified their position and 
established a permanent base where they could repair and provision their fleets and rest their 
crews, while cargoes were assembled and stored in the Portuguese King’s Feitoria or Factory. 
Until the 1530s when the seat of the Viceroy moved to Goa, Cochin was the headquarters of the 
Estado da India, the Portuguese name for their interconnected footholds and cruising routes 
along the East Coast of Africa and in Asia from the Persian Gulf to Japan and Timor in the 
Indonesian archipelago.23 
Portugal’s original intention was to have a lean trading operation. However after da Gama’s 
return in 1499, the Monarch Dom Manuel instead styled himself:  
 
By the Grace of God, King of Portugal and the Algarves of either side of the sea in Africa, 
Lord of Guinea and of Conquest, Navigation, and Commerce of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, 
and India, etc.24 
 
By 1502, in addition to plunder of shipping and shorelines, the menacing Portuguese patrols 
augmented revenues and terrorized shipping through a form of piratical intimidation and 
‘protection’. This involved an official policy of demanding that ships traversing the Arabian Sea 
and anywhere else on the Portuguese king’s Oceanic Dominions, purchase ‘cartazes’ or safe 
conduct passes on pain of seizure of cargoes, confiscation of ships and enslavement or worse 
of passengers and crews.25  Piracy and skillful seamanship were not unusual in East African, 
Arabian and Asian waters, nor was the use of gunpowder-based artillery.26 However, the 
Portuguese had honed their skills in naval gunnery and amphibious warfare, during their 
conquests along the Atlantic seaboard of Morocco and Mauritania. Their seizure of Ceuta in 
1415 as well as their continuous warfare against Ottoman and other corsairs in the 
Mediterranean and along North African coasts had created an experienced maritime force.27  
A reflex enmity and suspicion of Muslims had grown in these Moroccan campaigns that were 
seen as a continuation of the Crusades.28 Muslims, irrespective of ethnicity or origin were 
branded Mouros, even in East and Southeast Asia. But there were also temporary alliances, 
trading links and Muslim vassals to Portuguese feudal overlords.29 The Mouros, wherever they 
could be found, were nevertheless seen as the embodiment of the ‘Other’, condensing many 
layers of prejudice. Wherever they were encountered they were typecast with imagined 
attributes marking them as different. This was not irreconcilable because they could become 
Christians.  A significant number of Portuguese spoke Arabic and in Portuguese cities Muslims 
and Jews where they had been required to live in segregated areas known as Mourarias and 
Juderias. This was not very different to the identifiable areas of Asian cities housing recognized 
groups of people who shared languages, religions and castes.30 All this began to change in 
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1499, when Jews and Muslims were required to convert to Christianity or leave.31  
After the expulsion of all non-Christians from Spain, many converts in Portugal, the New 
Christians who remained, were educated individuals, traders, physicians and skilled craftsmen. 
They practiced their religion privately and covertly under a regime of some tolerance. A 
significant number went overseas to India and Brazil as valued medical practitioners, 
accountants and bureaucrats. Portugal was very short of a much needed professional class, 
unlike Spain where secular education in its nascent Universities supplied skilled individuals for 
its American Dominions. Portuguese society was feudal and highly stratified with several grades 
of nobility, prestigious military orders, as well as a strong and influential clergy under Royal 
patronage.32 At the lower end of the scale were landless peasants, an urban underclass and a 
growing number of slaves from North and West Africa.  
From early in the fifteenth century, overseas expansion in North Africa and later in the East 
Indies began to be seen by the Portuguese Court as a sacred mission, a Crusade, sanctioned 
by the Pope.33 Towards the end of the fifteenth century, continuing to recognize this privilidge 
and duty, the Pontiff divided the World outside Europe equally between Portugal and Spain by 
the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494) which established the Portuguese share as any land or sea 
East of a Meridian 370 Leagues West of Cape Verde Islands.34 Part of this division involved the 
obligation to spread Christianity, so, Portuguese monarchs had been given the right through the 
Padroado Real to nominate and approve all clergy in their Realms, from the lowliest friar to 
most exalted Bishop and Cardinal.35 The overall ‘noble’ mission combined a Crusade against 
Islam, with an opportunity to proselitize while diverting the wealth of valuable commodities 
brought to Europe by Muslim traders.  
Exploration and conquest brought riches and glory to the knightly elite supported by soldiers 
and sailors, many from the ranks of common criminals and slaves. Particularly dangerous 
missions were entrusted to ‘degredados’ whose severe sentences were commuted to 
permanent or temporary exile. Their role was to undertake the most dangerous missions. Some 
would be the first to be sent ashore in unexplored areas to test the attitude to strangers of local 
inhabitants. Others, the more educated ones, would be left to gather information about the 
societies of far away places, their trade, raw materials and ways of life.   
ALBUQUERQUE’S CONQUESTS 
Before embarking on his first expedition to India in 1503, Afonso de Albuquerque had had a 
long and distinguished military career in North Africa and the Mediterranean. On his return to 
Lisbon from the East Indies with first hand knowledge, he helped develop a comprehensive idea 
for how the Estado da India could be consolidated and maintained. On his second expedition, 
setting sail in 1506, carrying secret orders to replace Dom Francisco de Almeida, the first 
Viceroy, he combined brilliant opportunism with a comprehensive vision to control the major 
strategic choke points of the Indian Ocean; the entrances to the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and 
the Straits of Malacca. To do this, compact fortified enclaves would need to be established, 
easily relieved and resupplied from the sea. The first such post was established on Socotra, a 
barren island controlling approaches to the Red Sea. It did not survive for long as it was too 
remote. The second was the conquest in 1507 of the Persian city of Ormus, a prosperous 
settlement at the mouth of the Persian Gulf. At Ormus, Albuquerque by requiring all members of 
the expedition, irrespective of rank, to rebuild fortifications under intense heat, resulting in a 
near mutiny with several of his captains departing to join the Viceroy, who at the time was 
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engaged in defeating an Egyptian fleet, sent to clear the Portuguese from the Arabian Sea.  
Albuquerque was shunned and placed under arrest that ended only when he became Captain 
General of the Estado da India, late in 1509. In the meantime, an embassy led by Diogo Lopes 
de Sequeira had gone to Malacca to establish trading relations between the Estado da India 
and the Sultan. However intrigues by Muslim Gujarati merchants had urged the Sultan to detain 
and kill the Portuguese, but they were warned and most escaped with their ships, leaving a 
small number of prisoners behind. A very wealthy Tamil merchant, Nina Chatu, brought 
Albuquerque messages from the captives as well as details of Malacca’s anchorage and 
defenses. During this time, Albuquerque had conquered Goa, lost it and taken it again in a 
merciless fury against the defending ‘Mouros’ who he felt had betrayed him. He then assembled 
an armada of 18 vessels and 1,600 men to free the captives and receive indemnities. He also 
demanded a Portuguese Factory, or he would take the city by force.  
PORTUGUESE MALACCA 
Several Portuguese chronicles describe the siege in great detail. Various stages included 
Chinese merchants gaining Albuquerque’s permission to leave through his naval blockade and 
other inhabitants receiving assurances that their property would not be looted. The Captain 
General wanted to make sure that as much as possible of Malacca’s trading potential remained 
intact, so he went to great lengths to make sure that the plunder of the city was conducted in an 
orderly manner, respecting the property of those that had sided with the Portuguese or had 
remained neutral. The Sultan and his mercenary troops abandoned the city, hoping to return 
after the Portuguese had left, never having any idea that it was their intention to remain. 
Portuguese losses had been slight, less than forty dead, mainly from poisoned arrows.  
While skirmishing continued, Albuquerque began building his fortress behind temporary 
stockades, including a prefabricated timber fort he had brought with him, augmented by walls 
made from ships timbers and parts of demolished buildings.36 He chose his location carefully. It 
had to be near an accessible shoreline for easy resupply by sea, with readily available fresh 
water from two wells. So he built it on the site of the city’s main mosque, one of the few 
masonry buildings in Malacca, with its two wells. This was a symbolic act, one of the few that 
Albuquerque made, allowing his visceral hatred of Islam to influence his commitment to do 
everything he could to maintain trade. The Gujarati merchants whose ships he had burnt and 
stores he had looted, left and very few ever returned. The ruler of Aceh on the Northern tip of 
Sumatra welcomed them in a bid to divert their valuable trade, inaugurating a rivalry that 
attracted anti Portuguese help from as far afield as the Ottoman Turks. Albuquerque’s war was 
one of the first to have a Global dimension. Tomé Pires who was in Malacca with Albuquerque 
wrote: 
Whoever is lord of Malacca has his hand on the throat of Venice. As far as from Malacca, 
and from Malacca to China, and from China to the Moluccas, and from the Moluccas to 
Java, and from Java to Malacca [and] Sumatra [all] is in our power. Who understands 
this will favour Malacca; let it not be forgotten, for in Malacca they prize garlic and onions 
more than musk, benzoin, and other precious things.37 
In his interactions with the great diversity of Asian cultures he encountered, Albuquerque 
generally sought to appear even-handed, using all his well-honed diplomatic skills to cement 
alliances, while gaining respect for military prowess.38 From Malacca he sent envoys, as soon 
as he could, to surrounding rulers to reassure them that he came with peaceful intentions 
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focused on trade. 
As the compact stone Fortress took shape, under constant attack, during heat and rain, its alien 
form emerged. It was built with great urgency, by Portuguese soldiers, a few locals and over 
700 slaves taken as booty in the capture of the city. Food was scarce and supplies of imported 
rice and other staples needed to be reestablished with the cooperation of local people.39 
Additional stone was quarried and lime was burnt from seashells gathered on beaches. The 
fortress had a five-storey square tower like a mediaeval keep, surrounded by a tall, thick 
defensible wall forming a protected yard with small towers at each corner.40 Drawings of these 
fortifications survive, similar to others from this early period, before military architecture was 
radically altered in response to the devastating effect of siege cannons.41 The tower would 
house the Captain of Malacca, the King’s warehouse or Factory along with essential military 
stores and victuals.42   
When the Fortress was defensible, the main bridge across the Malacca river was rebuilt, 
Albuquerque made every effort to win the hearts and minds of the local population and the 
itinerant trading community. To boost his status, he adopted local customs of princely display, 
pomp and ceremony. He minted new coins in several denominations of silver and gold as well 
as lower value currency in tin. He assembled large crowds for proclamations and distributed 
coins of all types by having them thrown to the multitude from elephants that went through the 
remains of the town accompanied by drums and trumpets. Albuquerque tried to stimulate trade 
by suspending Customs’ Duties for three years for all Asian traders who remained in the city. 
He also helped pay for reconstruction of the damaged parts of Malacca.43 However, public 
demonstrations of justice were also celebrated to demonstrate his power. For example, the 
Javanese headman and enormously wealthy resident of Upe, Utemutaraja, owner of vast 
estates and 6,000 slaves, who had negotiated early and pledged allegiance to Albuquerque 
while asking to have his property spared in the siege was found to be plotting with the deposed 
Sultan, Mahmud Shah.44 He and his son in law were publicly executed.45 
Albuquerque wanted to ensure a semblance of continuity, while asserting Portuguese control, 
including giving titles similar to those used by the previous regime. This measure was often 
adopted by colonial regimes. In recognition of his strong backing of Afonso de Albuquerque, 
Nina Chatu was given the title of Bendara of the Kelings.46 He became a major investor in many 
commercial ventures undertaken on behalf of the Portuguese Crown as well advisor on 
diplomatic missions of exploration. These included Antonio de Abreu’s 1511 mission to find, 
chart and explore the Spice Islands of the Moluccas.   
Nina Chatu’s jurisdiction as Bendara was extended to cover all Asians who were not Mouros 
(Muslim). Hindus, Buddhists, Jains and others were grouped under the blanket category of 
Gentios (Gentiles / Heathens). Chatu’s status was recognized in his official salary, ‘being the 
fourth most well-paid functionary in the city after the bishop, the captain and the factor’.47 
Another role, that of Tomungão was reserved for the magistrate concerned with the affairs of 
the Muslim inhabitants, the Mouros. The local Malay population and the Javanese who had a 





PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATIVE AND SOCIAL STRUCTURES 
When the Fortress was completed by the first Captain of Malacca, Rui de Brito Patalim (1511-
1514), and the number of Portuguese fell very significantly to a garrison of around 200 soldiers, 
sailors and bombardiers in their well-defended position. Under the regimes of the following four 
Captains from 1515 to 1519, trade declined from over one hundred trading vessels in the port 
during the sultanate to merely a dozen.48 Many of Asian traders left with their capital and 
networks, largely due Portuguese abuse of power, arbitrary behavior and physical violence. 
These impressions were recorded in a plea from a Persian merchant who had arrived in the city 
with Albuquerque. 49  The same author recorded the rapaciousness of members of the 
Portuguese nobility who were rapidly replaced the leadership of those that had participated in 
the conquest of the city. These powerful men sought remunerative posts throughout the Estado 
da India, which they gained through inherited status or good favour gained at Court. Few had 
any aptitude for Commerce or Administration.50 The city’s Portuguese population was becoming 
more hierarchical, with power and influence in the hands of transient officials bent on personal 
enrichment during short periods of tenure, seldom exceeding three years.51 Private trade and 
nepotism enhanced this personal enrichment.52  
Below this powerful layer of Portuguese nobles and fidalgos were soldiers, sailors and 
bombardiers each of them attached to the retinue of a grandee who paid and fed them 
sporadically until they reached the end of their term as ‘Soldados’. After that, some joined the 
growing ranks of ‘Casados’ or they escaped the jurisdiction of Portuguese authorities by linking 
up with the growing number of their countrymen who had chosen a fate in Asia in the informal 
Portuguese diaspora. Few ordinary Portuguese ever returned to Portugal. Below the Soldados, 
were the slaves, some acquired locally as war booty or through purchase, others came from 
further afield from slave raiding and piracy.53   
Albuquerque’s vision for extending Portuguese dominion in Asia included his encouragement of 
‘Soldados’ to settle, take local women as wives and become ‘Casados’, thus populating 
Portuguese enclaves throughout the East with married settlers. This idea is made clear in his 
letters to Dom Manuel of Portugal while describing the aftermath of his first conquest of Goa: 
We captured some good- looking and fa i r  Muslim women (Mouras). Several 
of our men, well-born and gentlemanly, asked for  them in marriage, so that 
they could settle this land. For that purpose, they asked for money, and I had 
them married, according to the orders received from Your Highness, and to 
each of them I have given a horse, house, land and cattle – as appropriate. All 
together there will be about 450 souls. These captives and women that marry, 
return to their houses and recover buried jewelry and money … all of which I 
leave to them and their husbands: The properties and land of the mosques I give 
to the church …54 
VISION AND REALITY 
His vision became policy and on his return to Goa from Malacca, he again wrote to the 
King: ‘The matter of marriages is advancing rapidly, because many men marry, many officers, 
blacksmiths, carpenters turners, artillery men, and some Germans are already married; and I believe that if 
I ha not left Goa, more than 500 would have married’.55 In the same letter, he is enthusiastic about the 
future of Malacca:  
For Malacca …Trenchers and Pise workers, because the hill at Malacca, where your 
fortress is, with a moat around it to the sea; enclosing a small space could be made very 
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strong and well surrounded and adjacent to your fortress; and people from those parts 
who wish to come and live as well as casados, there will be their settlement: It is a place 
of good breezes and much water and there are orange, lemon and pear trees and grapes 
trained on trellises that I myself tasted and many fruits of the land… And Malacca has 
need of stone-masons for work on the factory and fortress.56 
An early view of Malacca, probably drawn in the 1520s shows the Fortress completed at the 
foot of the hill, surrounded by a mixture of single and double storied domestic structures on the 
Fortress side of the river.57 The Fortress appears incongruous among buildings of an entirely 
different scale. It has a five storey keep with a steep pyramidal roof above crenelations. The 
tower obscures one corner of a rectangular enclosure with high crenelated walls interrupted by 
raised corner pavilions and walkways to man the battlements. The only concession to artillery in 
the design is a row of gun-ports at low level facing the sea near an entrance defended by a 
semi-circular bastion. This three dimensional view of the Fortress tallies remarkably well with a 
plan drawn by Manuel Godinho de Eredia in 1605.  
Beyond the Fortress, houses are mostly arranged fairly randomly across the landscape in what 
was to become the suburb of Upe. All the buildings other than the fortress have thatched roofs, 
many with protective hoods over their windows. Most buildings are shown as free-standing 
structures but a few on either side of the river are arranged in long lines or terraces. There are 
indications of fences enclosing gardens with trees. There is very little to show a commitment to 
the type of urban space that was eventually to give distinctive character to Portuguese 
settlements. A street divides the area of Upe into two unequal halves and at a short distance 
from the bridge there is a monumental column on a pedestal of steps. This could be a pillory 
(pelourinho), a very common feature in Portuguese towns, a reminder of stern justice and the 
imposition of order by the Estado da India. At the foot of the bridge there is a widening of the 
street, the site of the market, a crucial urban feature appearing with a more formalized perimeter 
in later plans of the city. Beyond the palisade, there is a note on the drawing either referring to 
the suburb of Upe or to the land beyond as ‘Poboado dos Gentys’, meaning the settlement of 
the gentiles or heathens, Hindus, as opposed to Muslims.  
This view, part of a set of drawings with the manuscript of Gaspar Correa’s Lendas da India, 
clearly shows how difficult it must have been for a European artist/cartographer to draw a 
Southeast Asian city, so different in character to familiar arrangements of masonry buildings. In 
some respects, the style of representation used to depict the ephemeral timber buildings of 
Malacca is similar to buildings drawn by Francisco Rodrigues in his views of shorelines in the 
Indonesian archipelago.58 Rodrigues was Albuquerque’s pilot and cartographer sent on the first 
expedition from Malacca to explore the Spice Islands in the Moluccas. Gaspar Correa was 
Albuquerque’s secretary, so the drawings could be by the same hand or at least in a 
contemporary way of representing these unusual structures. The eleven other views, also 
shown in perspective pick out special features in great detail, with the view of Ormuz showing 
flat roofed buildings, distinctive wind catchers and the minaret of the main mosque.59 All the 
views, apart from a panorama of Jedda, show very early Portuguese Asian fortifications with 
similar mediaeval features, comprising crenelated walls, round and square towers and 
distinctive towering keeps.60 These were later augmented with further fortifications better suited 
to defense against siege artillery with triangular bastions providing flanking fire along curtain 
walls. Clearly, Albuquerque’s ambition to surround Malacca’s hill with a moat by diverting the 
river never took place.  
Also, his enthusiasm to populate the settlements of the Estado da India with Casados was a 
much slower process than he had hoped for. In Malacca, it was very slow indeed, partly 
because of the sheer shortage of men. There were virtually no Portuguese women in the 
Estado da India, particularly in distant outposts. And the Captains were reluctant to allow the 
Soldados to become settlers. After King Manuel’s death in 1521, there was a period of chaos 
and uncertainty in the Estado da India with policy drift and confusion. To discourage the 
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Portuguese in Malacca from engaging in commerce rather than defense, their customs dues 
were raised higher than the Asian traders’. They were obliged to pay 10% over the value of their 
cargoes, whereas others were only taxed at 6%. In 1514, there were less than 10 Casados in 
Malacca, 38 by 1525 and around 40 in 1532.61  
In 1525, this group of longer term Portuguese residents, the Casados, petitioned King João III to 
recognize them as an important and permanent body in the settlement by allowing them to 
establish representative institutions such as a Camara (Town Council), a say in the appointment 
of officials, rights to own land in Malacca’s surrounding areas that had formerly belonged to the 
Sultan. They also wanted exclusive rights to supply the city with provisions such as rice, which 
had to be imported from as far away as Java and Burma. Here they were making a bid to 
supplant the Javanese traders who had traditionally had this role.62 By 1552 they had obtained 
some of their wishes, particularly the request for a Camara, which was granted with a similar 
charter to the Portuguese town of Evora, allowing them to assert their identity and gain some 
protection from the arbitrary power of Captains and Portuguese nobility.  
The city grew and diversified its population, which still included remnants of all the original 
trading communities and local Malays that the Portuguese had found there in 1511. As the 
Portuguese and other free residents took concubines or married women from different groups, a 
very diverse population began to take shape. Many of the women converted to Christianity and 
children born from these unions were often made legitimate. The families that resulted 
increased the ranks of the Casados and those of Cristãos da Terra. The latter, local Christians, 
had a slightly lower status than the former. Normal classifications became hopeless, creating 
enormous discrepancies in reported statistics.  
THE CHURCH 
In the 1550’s, the Catholic Church began to establish its sway in the Estado da India, propelled 
by the zeal of the Counter Reformation. The small number of priests that had come with the 
fleets to minister to the Portuguese in the East were augmented by Jesuits and representatives 
of the Monastic Orders whose mission it was to spread Christianity throughout Africa and Asia 
under the Crown’s obligations under the Padroado. Missionaries like Francisco Xavier, made 
great strides among lower caste people in India. But in Malacca the Church, wisely, did not set 
its sights too high as it was an area with strong Muslim populations.63 The city did however 
become a base for missionary activity with a Jesuit College and Franciscan, Dominican and 
Augustinian Monasteries whose establishments occupied considerable areas in the part of 
Malacca around which defensive walls began to be built in the 1530s. The city’s growing 
importance was recognized by its elevation to a Bishopric in 1558, but it avoided the zealous 
excesses of the Inquisition that brought bigotry and fear to Goa after the mid century. Back-
sliding apostate New Christians and Hindu converts were mercilessly persecuted there.64  
Although Albuquerque had used incentives to establish Casados in monogamous Catholic 
families, marriages to local women were less frequent than Soldados cohabiting with slaves. 
Cohabitation and other examples of licentious behavior had scandalized the missionaries who 
sought to do anything in their power to curb or bring them to a halt. In a letter to the Jesuit 
General, Ignatius Loyola, Father Nicolau Lanciloto, dated 1550 and written from Coulão on the 
Coast of Kerala in India after a tour through the outer reaches of the Estado da India, he writes:  
Your Reverence should know that the sin of luxury is so general in these parts... I say 
this on account of the Portuguese who launch themselves into vices and customs of this 
land without any restraint, because of this bad custom of buying herds of slaves …large 
and small and there are many who buy quantities of damsels with whom they sleep and 
them sell them; there are many casados who have four, eight, ten slaves and they sleep 
with them all and this is known publicly. This is so widespread in Malacca that there was 
one who had twenty-four women of various castes, all his property, all of whom he used 
freely. I have mentioned this city, because these things are known by all.  Other men who 
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are wealthy enough to have a slave-girl, nearly all of them have them as girl-friends 
along with other dishonesties according to my understanding.65 
Father Lanciloto then suggests various remedies ranging from fines, confiscations and 
excommunication, all aimed at bringing things under control.  
COLONIAL TEMPLATE 
As the city’s population grew in complexity, expanded fortifications were needed to defend it 
from constant attacks of the Sultan and his successors who had relocated to Jahore, as well as 
from staunchly Muslim Aceh, a more formidable enemy keen to gain control of the commerce 
formerly held by Malacca. As an ally of the Turks, Aceh had Turkish military advisors, gun-
founders and other personnel on hand to help against the Portuguese incursion.66 
In 1568, Aceh struck Malacca with great force. Fortunately a detailed bird’s-eye view of the 
siege was made, clearly drawn by someone who had been there. Other scholars have analysed 
this drawing and identified many of the buildings from documents, descriptions and later plans.67 
It appears that masonry walls, clearly under construction, surrounded part of the city containing 
the fortress and hill. Along the seafront these walls are more advanced than elsewhere but not 
yet at their intended full height with wicker-work battlements to protect the defenders. Along the 
river, separating the walled city from the suburb of Upe, the defenses consisted of palisades. 
Bastions had been built at angles in the city walls, two round ones and one angled, but their 
design appears somewhat deficient at dominating the long runs of curtain wall. In summary, the 
drawing shows a compact defensible city housing all the urban institutions that characterize 
Portuguese Colonial enclaves. These include a Camara or Town Hall, the Misericordia, a 
charitable institution, common to all Portuguese towns. Among many of its functions, was the  
care of widows and indigents, it was often associated with a hospital and handled financial 
affairs including administering the estates of deceased ‘moradores’ or citizens. There are 
churches, including the cathedral and Bishop’s ‘palace’ as well as the Jesuit College and three 
monasteries, occupied by priests and friars almost exclusively European.68   
Most of the buildings within the walls are in masonry with some parts of their upper stories in 
timber. They have tall, pitched roofs, presumably tiled, partly as a precaution against fire. 
Individual buildings in the drawing bear remarkable resemblances to a few buildings dating from 
the sixteenth century still extant in Goa and Cochin. The tall pitched roofs, a common feature in 
Portuguese tropical cities with high rainfall. Many of the buildings have external stairs leading to 
an upper floor, like several that survive in India suggesting that the lower floor would be used as 
storage for those engaged in private trade. Many of the buildings in the drawing are contiguous 
with one another, forming terraces, creating streets but they have relatively large areas of 
garden behind them. Both these characteristics are described and illustrated as typical of Goa 
by Linschoten who was there in the second half of the sixteenth century.69 Slave populations 
were enormous, each Casado in Malacca owned an average ten. Many of these lived and 
worked the Docōes or country estates outside the city, belonging to their masters, but were 
heavily relied upon to defend the city when it was under attack. In the illustration, the 
bombardment is taking its toll of the walled part of the city as can be seen from the two large 
projectiles about to drop into it. In contrast, the suburb of Upe is devastated, with many 
buildings on fire. Many other Portuguese enclaves had similar arrangements. The idea of a 
walled city surrounding a citadel/fortress was applied whenever possible. The towns and cities 
that were illustrated in Gaspar Correa’s views referred to earlier, were all enclosed in city walls 







These diverse populations of non-Portuguese of all ethnicities and religions as well as slaves 
belonging to the Estado da India or the Municipality lived extra-murally, often grouped in 
communities under their own leaders who settled disputes and kept order. In these peripheral 
areas, descendants of Portuguese congregated, with freed slaves of various complexions, 
some of them Christians with their own churches, but all socially unacceptable by the 
communities of Casados who saw themselves as the Creole elite, jealous of any attribute of 
status they could muster.   
Further reports and drawings survive, including a detailed description supported by plans and a 
view produced by Manuel Godinho de Eredia, a skilled cartographer, born in Malacca of a 
Portuguese father and Macassarese mother. He knew the city intimately, having grown up there 
and describes its various parts. By the time he wrote his Description of Malaca… in 1613, the 
city had settled into a period of decline, under constant threat.70 Some new structures appear in 
his drawings and there are detailed descriptions of the suburbs outside the fortified city. Upe is 
described with its various Campongs housing ‘infidels’ as well as several parishes of Christians. 
The busy market of the Javanese near the bridge received fresh supplies each day by boat. 
Along the river there were fishermen who dried their nets. Upe had also gained rudimentary 
defenses to hold off local marauders, but in times of war everyone took refuge in the fortified 
city or melted into the countryside beyond. ‘…nevertheless when war-time organization prevails, 
[Upe] it is entirely depopulated and abandoned, the whole population taking refuge within the 
walls of the fortress.’71 For strategic reasons, all buildings in Upe had to be constructed in timber, 
without masonry, to avoid them being used as cover during an attack. By Eredia’s reckoning, 
Malacca had a population of 7,400 Christians, 300 being married Portuguese men, with an 
indefinite number of ‘infidels’.  
Since the unification of the crowns of Portugal and Spain in 1580, the Dutch and other Northern 
European incursions into the Indian Ocean began to take place, drawn by the promise of great 
riches from the spice trade and other exotic luxuries of Asia. The first major incident was the 
seizure of a Portuguese Galleon, the Santa Catarina with treasures from Macau by the Dutch in 
the vicinity of Singapore in 1602.72 From then on, the threat from the Dutch East India Company 
grew, disrupting, capturing and sinking Portuguese shipping, forming threatening alliances with 
local polities. Malacca became more and more beleaguered as did the Estado da India 
throughout its vast network and footholds.   
Surveys of all Portuguese strongholds supported by the Crown in the Estado da India were 
undertaken in the 1630s. These reports on the condition and state of preparedness at a time 
when external threats were multiplying contain drawings of all the major cities, factories and 
forts extending from Sofala on the East Africa Coast to Macau in China. By this time, several 
important outposts had been lost, including Ormuz at the gates of the Persian Gulf. Malacca 
was proving expensive, it needed improvement of its fortifications and its expenses far 
outstripped its earnings. These expenses included paying a garrison of four companies of sixty 
each, seldom reaching full compliment, ten bombardiers, military officers and the Captain 
General. There were other officials related to the Customs House, a Factor, Judge and other 
functionaries. In addition, the Crown was obliged, under the Padroado to pay the Bishop and his 
not inconsiderable retinue as well as the living expenses of the Jesuit fathers, the Dominicans, 
Capuchins and Augustinians. The report remarks on the deficit, pointing out that before the 
Dutch arrived, the receipts of the Customs House had been more than twice the city’s 
expenses.73  
Malacca under the Portuguese never recovered the role it had when it had been a key entrepôt 
before Albuquerque’s conquest. His vision was never fulfilled. Instead, its main revenues were 
derived from customs dues and taxing any shipping that passed through the Straits of Malacca. 
In addition it provided a staging post for cargoes carried by ships carrying Portuguese cargoes 
on the long sea voyages linking Goa and Lisbon with the Far East and Spice Islands. Much of 
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this trade was private, even on ships that belonged to the Crown. From Malacca, patrols were 
sent to escort ships and to take care of threats on land and sea either by military force or 
diplomacy.  
The Dutch besieged Malacca on several occasions, culminating in their final and major effort in 
1641. It was a long siege, taking its toll of defenders and attackers alike. The city was massively 
damaged with nearly every building destroyed. At the surrender, it was agreed that the 
Portuguese who survived would be taken to Goa. By this time, it was hard to determine who the 
Portuguese were, particularly for the Dutch. Trying to calculate populations and reconcile 
estimates of losses on the Portuguese side was difficult and the looting of the city was 
disappointing with nowhere near what was hoped for resulting from the sack. Many Portuguese 
had melted away. They had made their lives in Malacca or trading close by or further afield. 
Some had wide and complex family networks extending over several generations. They had, in 
effect become the Other.  
Before the fall of Malacca to the Dutch, a very significant proportion of the Portuguese 
population in Asia had left areas under formal control under the Estado da India. Several groups 
had established quite substantial autonomous settlements for example, Hoogli now a suburb of 
Kolkata. Other Portuguese resided together in quarters or Kampongs in Asian cities at the 
pleasure of local rulers, controlling their own affairs. In many cases they called upon the 
Padroado to provide them with clergy, sent from Goa thus keeping some tenuous connection 
with the Estado da India. Those that settled worked as traders others, with military expertise, 
became mercenaries in very high demand for their skills in the use of artillery and as ferocious 
fighters. These Portuguese might be escaped slaves from Africa, adventurous peasants from 
the backwoods of Northern Portugal or Japanese Christians exiled from Japan. Some chose 
careers as pirates and slavers, playing havoc with shipping and kidnapping people along the 
coasts of Asia. All these people spoke Portuguese. It became the Lingua Franca of the Asian 
littoral, a trade language like Swahili on the East Coast of Africa. Dutch traders could not trade 
without Portuguese to lubricate their transactions.  
Like minorities everywhere, the Portuguese had to live by their wits and adapt to circumstances, 
the fate of all diasporas. Identity was so important to them so they became known by their dress, 
particularly in their use of distinctive sombreiros that gave them the name of Topasses. Those 
Black Portuguese that had been slaves became known as Merdjikers and were proud of their 
origins. The Dutch found all shades of Portuguese very useful as intermediaries, a necessary 
‘Subaltern Class’ that helped the VOC in its capitalist enterprise. Some became tradesmen and 
builders, helping the Dutch and others build their fortifications and far-flung outposts, influencing 
the way Colonial settlements were built.  
Over 130 years Malacca was transformed from a sprawling sub-tropical timber built city with 
modest buildings scattered amongst lush vegetation into a compact masonry city with stone 
defenses and disposable suburbs. This type of arrangement became the template for cities 
such as Batavia, Madras, Pondicherry and countless other outposts built by those who at one 









Much has been written about Portuguese attitudes to race. At one end of the spectrum, there 
have been those who romanticized the lack of prejudice in the Portuguese world. Perhaps the 
most recognizable exponent of these views was Gilberto Freyre, a Brazilian sociologist who, in 
the 1930s developed the notion of Luso-Tropicalismo, characterizing the Portuguese as 
uniquely tolerant of racial diversity. Having lived in the tropics for centuries among a great 
diversity of peoples they were comfortable to the mingling of races. Freyre’s theories were 
coopted by the Salazarist regime seeking to perpetuate the remains of the Portuguese Empire 
as overseas Provinces of a ‘Pluricontinental State’. In their enthusiasm to hang on, while other 
Europeans were decolonizing with varying degrees of decorum, the proto-fascist regime, had to 
deploy a defensible argument about race. The theorists concluded that the unique characteristic 
of the ‘Portuguese Race’ was not embedded in genetics but in language and, those who had 
become assimilated into Portuguese Culture, had become full members.  
At the other end of the spectrum, empirical research by historians of the stature of Charles 
Boxer found that the evidence for social harmony across races was thin. He wrote a short 
monograph in 1963 reacting to a speech by Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, Portugal’s dictator, 
entitled Race Relations in the Portuguese Colonial Empire showing how Portuguese institutions 
throughout their long colonial history across continents did not stand out as beacons of 
tolerance and he drew particular attention to the Catholic Church, who under the Padroado Real 
were reluctant to appoint indigenous clergy in the Estado da India, particularly in the preaching 
orders where they favoured priests and monks born in Portugal:  
A Portuguese Franciscan friar born (so he said) of white parents in India, complained in 
1640 that even he and his like were called ‘Niggers’ by their European born colleagues. 
These latter argued that although some of the Creole friars might be of pure European 
descent, yet the fact that in their infancy they had been suckled by Indian ayahs was 
sufficient to contaminate their blood and their character for the rest of their lives.74 
To end on a note closer to the venue of this conference, the Padroado Real, (Padroado 
Português do Oriente) which gave Portuguese monarchs, from the fifteenth century onwards, 
the right to appoint ecclesiastics throughout their worldwide dominions continued to have a say 
concerning clergy in Singapore at St Joseph’s Church. The matter was resolved in a diplomatic 
settlement between the government of Portugal and the Holy See during negotiations related to 
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M O D E R N I T Y ’ S  ‘ O T H E R ’
Disclosing Southeast Asia’s Built Environment across the Colonial and Postcolonial Worlds
Convenors: Lee Kah-Wee, Chang Jiat-Hwee, Imran bin Tajudeen
Across various disciplines, attention on the category of the “Other” 
has shone light on women, minorities, the poor, profane, criminal 
and mundane. But what and where is the category of “Others” in 
architectural studies? Is it to be attached to the spaces and build-
ings associated with these marginalized social categories? Or are 
there intrinsically architectural “Others” – subjects within the dis-
cipline that undergird its internal discourse through contrast and 
opposition – that should be opened up to interdisciplinary scrutiny? 
Finally, what can Southeast Asia offer to the larger intellectual de-
bates in which the category of the “Other” has played a critical role 
in the last few decades?
This series of questions forms the intellectual agenda of the South-
east Asia Architecture Research Collaborative (SEAARC) Symposi-
um 2017. It is of course not new. One might say that the category 
of the ‘Other’ is inherent to every discipline’s capacity to reflect on 
and renew itself. Its generative power lies in how it lends a critical 
and corrective perspective to the grand narratives of modernity and 
the internal structures of scholarly discourse. With the postmodern 
turn towards the everyday, for example, architectural studies have 
jettisoned the cathedral for the bicycle shed, giving rise to studies 
in vernacular architecture, counterculture and domestic environ-
ments. Studies into the relationship between nationalism and archi-
tecture shuttled between, on the one hand, an imperial imperative 
to establish architectural exemplars of new national identities and 
on the other, critical inquiries aimed at demystifying this will-to-es-
sentialize by revealing its violence and contingencies. Post 1960s, 
anthropology, postcolonial and feminist theory, cultural studies and 
new historicism have all left an indelible imprint on the internal and 
external reorientation of architectural studies.
Nevertheless, this conference contends that more can be gained 
by interrogating the concept of the “Other”. It asks not only that we 
broaden the types of buildings that merit serious scholarly interest, 
but to question if the field itself can be broadened - the range of 
discourses, settings, politics and practices wherein the built en-
vironment becomes a foil for understanding the hidden and sup-
pressed aspects of societies. It seeks fresh collaboration with allied 
disciplines that might throw up promising directions in how one can 
theorize and analyze the “Other”, as well as the challenges of such 
projects. And finally, by positioning the inquiry in Southeast Asia, 
this conference takes the world-historical patterns of colonial and 
postcolonial development, nationalism, economic globalization and 
cultural change as the broad canvas on which the historical and 
contemporary transformations of this region are writ large. 
The ambition of this conference extends from the first SEAARC 
symposium, “Questions in Southeast Asia’s Architecture/Southeast 
Asia’s Architecture in Question”. We see this firstly as a stocktak-
ing of current research on architecture and urbanism in Southeast 
Asia and secondly as an opportunity to provoke dialogue around 
an infamously (re)generative concept. We are especially interested 
in papers that address the following themes:
A. CHALLENGES OF THE ARCHIVE  
 
In his latest edited volume, historian Gyanendra Pandey (2013) 
challenges us to think of two types of ‘Others’ – those excluded 
from the archive (the mad), and those exiled within it (the trifling). 
In architectural studies, both historical and contemporary, what 
constitutes our “archive” and how might one locate its silences? 
This fundamental question pertains to scholars who rely on, as 
their source of primary evidence, institutionalized archives, physical 
buildings, archaeological ruins, oral histories, ephemera and cultur-
al media. The fact that architecture exists in many different forms 
and engages us in multiple ways – as environment, image, artefact 
and discourse – adds layers of complexity to this challenge. 
We should also ask if our conventional methodologies serve us 
well in this endeavor. Can one employ the art-historical method 
of formal analysis on a monument the same way one might an 
insignificant hut? How about space syntax for an architectural idea 
that has no ichnographic representation? Or semiotic analysis on 
material fragments? This panel invites papers that reflect on the 
challenges of tracing the internal and external ‘Others’ of the ar-
chive and the promises of such projects.   
B. TELEOLOGY FRACTURED AND ABANDONED  
Of all the master concepts that run across the humanities and social 
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sciences, none is perhaps as vexing and contested as “moderni-
ty”. Rather than trying to pin down foundational definitions of what 
constitutes “modernity” in order to qualify Late or Post or Asian ver-
sions, this panel invites scholars who grapple with the situatedness 
of modernity, its embedded teleology and the forms of architectur-
al imagination and production. While many scholars have shown 
how the teleology of progress is exhibited in or constitutive of the 
built environment, we are interested here in what happens when 
this teleology is fractured or abandoned, and how one might trace 
this through the built environment. This counter-pastoral dimen-
sion of modernity poses theoretical and empirical challenges and 
SE Asia, with its complex geopolitics and diversity of cultures and 
histories, provides a rich site to ponder on this question. Possible 
topics include, at the grand scale, architectural and urban projects 
associated with the failure of political unification and economic de-
velopment, the ruins of war, monuments toppled and defaced, to 
something as mundane as the everyday environments of neglect, 
despair and vice. 
C. ARCHITECTURE AND VIOLENCE 
From the occupation of Suvarnabhumi airport in Bangkok to the 
street violence of post-1998 Indonesia, from the military geome-
tries of cannon fire in British Malaya to the spatial tactics of urban 
guerillas in Cambodia, historical and recent events point to the 
continuing importance of architecture and the built environment as 
both theaters and catalysts of violence. A steady stream of scholar-
ship in recent years continues to push this direction of investigation 
taking events like the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center and 
the Arab Spring to argue that the built environment both shapes 
violence and conditions the possibilities of recovery and resistance 
(AlSayyad, 1992; Kusno, 2003; Smith, 2006, to name a few). An-
other area of inquiry asks how architecture serves as witness and 
evidence in the courts of law, thus transforming abstract concepts 
of legality and illegality into concrete durable form (Herscher and 
Wiezman, 2011). We seek papers that continue this rich area of 
research in the context of SE Asia, explicating both the different 
modes of violence - physical, symbolic, epistemic and embodied 
– in relation to the built environment as well as broader theoretical 
questions about space and power. 
D. TYPES, MINOR TYPES AND NON-TYPES
In architectural history and studies, “type” remains an important 
analytic and classificatory device with which to cut deeply into 
the sociocultural, spatial, economic and political forces of a giv-
en moment in time (Rossi 1966; Pevsner 1976; Markus 1993 for 
example). Forty’s short critical review of the use of the concept of 
“type” in architectural discourse argues that the concept of type 
has been used for different purposes by different scholars and that 
“its appeal has in practice been less from an inherent strength of 
content of its own than from its value as a means of resistance 
to a variety of other ideas” (2000: 311). Thus, types exist in and 
produce certain hierarchies and oppositions, and certain types in 
turn become privileged as analogues of modernity – the shopping 
mall, the house, the skyscraper, the museum, the cinema and the 
library are amongst those that have received the most attention. 
This panel critically reflects on the category of “type” in architectural 
history and studies. At the epistemological level, it asks: how is the 
concept of ‘type’ used and how do certain types become more 
valid or significant than others in writing about architecture and cit-
ies? What assumptions do we bring into historiography through the 
category of “type”? It also seeks papers that empirically expand 
the field of privileged types of SE Asia by studying architectures 
that deviate from or are occluded by the typological group they are 
placed in (minor types) or architectures that defy any kind of typo-
logical classification (non-types). 
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0830 - 0900   Registration
0900 - 0910   Welcome Address
    Head of Department, Wong Yunn Chii
0910 - 0915   Introduction to SEAARC
    Lee Kah-Wee
0915 - 1015   K E Y N O T E  P R E S E N TAT I O N
    Opium, Drugs and Singapore’s Modernity
    Carl Trocki
1015 - 1215   S E S S I O N  1 :  C H A L L E N G E S  O F  T H E    
    A R C H I V E
    
    
    Urban Others: Making Do with the Singapore Archives
    Loh Kah Seng
    The Other ‘Other’: Reframing and Defining Research on SEA 
    Colonial and Postcolonial Architecture and Urbanism
    Pauline K.M. van Roosmalen
    City of Water: Politics of Infrastructure in Phnom Penh
    Shelby Elizabeth Doyle
    The Coliseum Theatre as a ‘Dream Palace’ and    
    Site for Collective Engagement    
    Simone Chung
1215 - 1330   Lunch
1330 - 1500   S E S S I O N  2 :  T E L E O L O G Y     
    F R A C T U R E D  A N D  A B A N D O N E D
    Situated Identity and Negotiation of Space through 
    Suvarnabhumi Airport
    Pat Seeumpornroj
    Yangon’s Modern Past: Tradition as an Elite and Imposed   
    Inheritance
    Jayde Lin Roberts
    Of Karsten and Concrete: Reclaiming Colonial Modernity   
    through Heritage Advocacy in Semarang, Indonesia
    Lauren Yapp
1500 - 1530    Tea
1530 - 1700   S E S S I O N  3 :  T E L E O L O G Y     
    F R A C T U R E D  A N D  A B A N D O N E D
    Locating the Domestic in Vann Molyvann’s National Sports   
    Complex
    Roger Nelson
THURSDAY 5TH
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    Cruising Sauna: Space and ‘Gay’ Male Sexuality in Bangkok
    Brian Curtin
    Window Displays and Movie Screens:     
    Architectural Interfaces and Media Ecologies of Capitalism in   
    1930s and 60s Metropolitan Manila
    Elmo Gonzaga
1830 - 2000   Symposium Dinner at Peranakan Petit
FRIDAY 6TH
0900 - 1000   K E Y N O T E  P R E S E N TAT I O N
    The Almost The Same
    Abidin Kusno
1000 - 1200   S E S S I O N  4 :  T Y P E S ,  M I N O R  T Y P E S ,   
    A N D  N O N - T Y P E S
    
    
    The Floating Paradise: New Typologies of Lust and Mobility in   
    Cold War-era Bangkok 
    Lawrence Chua
    Private Housing as Type in Singapore Architecture
    Lai Chee Kien
    Dato Fatimah in Chinese Bodies: A House Temple Typifying   
    Homely and Unhomely Presence
    Simon Soon
    Southeast Asia Lab: Mutating the Architectural Types of the   
    Global City
    Cecilia Bischeri/Silvia Micheli
1200 - 1300   Lunch
1300 - 1430   S E S S I O N  5 :  A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D
    V I O L E N C E
    States of Exception: Unlawful Violence and Dwelling in Private  
    Indonesian Detention Centres
    Jennifer Ferng
    Ultra-Thai Architecture after the 2006 Coup d’état
    Chatri Prakitnonthakan
    The Subversive Suburbs: Quezon City during the Marcos Era
    Michael Pante
1430 - 1500   Tea
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1500 - 1630   S E S S I O N  6 :  A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D
    V I O L E N C E   
    
    
    Southeast Asia as Imperial Border Region: a Carceral Geography  
    of the Pacific War   
    Anoma Pieris
    Mass Burial Site of Malaysia’s May Thirteenth Victims in Sungai  
    Buloh Leprosarium: Segregated Memories and Abandoned   
    Monuments in the Othered Space
    Por Heong Hong
    Becoming the Other
    Pedro Guedes
1630 - 1645   Break
1645 - 1800   R O U N D TA B L E  D I S C U S S I O N
    Abidin Kusno and Carl Trocki
    Moderator: Lee Kah-Wee   
SATURDAY 7TH
1000 - 1200   W A L K I N G  T O U R   
       
    “The Other Singapore at Little India”  




Chair: Lai Chee Kien
Singapore University of Technology and Design
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Malacca (Melaka) entered the modern age violently on July 
1st, 1511, the Portuguese Governor of the Indies, Captain 
General Afonso de Albuquerque salvoed his guns as he 
blockaded the port. The siege was short and ruthless. Its 
success, gained by 900 Portuguese and 200 Hindu merce-
naries from an armada of eighteen ships, surprised the lo-
cals, who thought the force puny compared to 20,000 men 
with 20 war elephants and an impressive arsenal of artillery 
ranged against them. Even though the Portuguese had only 
been in Asia for just over a decade, they had been quick 
to appreciate Malacca’s strategic importance as a trad-
ing hub, for valuable cargoes from the archipelago to the 
South and Chinese ports to the East. It was located strate-
gically between two legs of the monsoon trade cycles and 
controlled the Straits, this fell in with Albuquerque’s ambi-
tion to regulate and tax all shipping by enforcing the use 
of safe-conduct ‘cartazes’ issued by the Portuguese who 
deemed the Indian Ocean and Asian seas their sovereign 
territory.
This paper will follow Malacca’s evolution during the period 
until 1641, when the Dutch captured the city. The physi-
cal form that evolved in Malacca became the template for 
nearly every colonial city in the Asian littoral. ‘Otherness’ 
evolved with the Portuguese eventually finding their domi-
nant position reversed in the shifting power hierarchies that 
developed with the ascendency of Dutch.
BECOMING THE OTHER
PEDRO GUEDES 
The University of Queensland
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